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bench jeweler, our program will feed your passion 
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WELCOME TO

The Revere Academy of  Jewelry Arts

This is a great place to stimulate your 

creativity, learn a wonderful craft, begin a 

career, add new skills, network and learn 

from nationally recognized artisans who 

teach the skills they use every day. Our 

faculty includes over a dozen master 

jewelers and experts who love what they do 

and are eager to share their passion and 

knowledge with you. Our fully equipped, 

state-of-the-art studios feature live HD video 

enlargements so that students can see 

every detail during demonstrations.  

Take your time and read about our programs. 

Visit our site. Make an appointment to 

come for a visit. But don’t wait any longer. 

Learn skills today that you can use tomorrow 

and for years to come.

With the Academy entering its 37th year, 

I think back on how I got started making 

jewelry. When I hammered out my first silver 

band, I discovered a passion within me that 

I had never known before and that has not 

left me since. Right from the start, I loved 

working with my hands making jewelry. 

I wanted to learn everything there was to 

know about jewelry, so I wound up attending 

a 100-year-old jewelry school in Germany. 

It was a life-changing experience! Upon re-

turning to the United States, jewelers asked 

me to show them some of  the things I had 

learned in Europe, and in 1979, the Revere 

Academy of  Jewelry Arts opened its doors.

The Revere Academy occupies the tower 

suite on the 9th floor of  the Humboldt Bank 

Building. We are centrally located 2 blocks 

from Union Square, within walking distance 

of  hotels, restaurants, museums, shops, 

theaters and transportation in what is often 

called “America’s favorite city.”  

ALAN REVERE, Founder, Director and Instructor
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ALAN REVERE
Fold Ring, 2003
18k, 14k gold, 
platinum, diamonds



“Revere taught me traditional jewelry skills 
and gave me the confidence I needed to make 
anything I can imagine. As a custom jewelry 
designer, I have found a great demand for my 
one-of-a-kind handmade jewelry. Although 
the age of  technology has developed many 
interesting techniques for artists, there is 
nothing that compares to 
what can be created with our 
greatest gift, our hands.”
 Jarex Schmidt
JTI Graduate, 2009 
www.jx-goldsmith.com

Revere’s Jewelry Technician program includes 11 classes 

that successively build on bench skills, plus trade practices. 

It can be completed in as little as 6 weeks, or at your own 

pace during one or more open sessions. JT offers:

• Personal instruction with Revere faculty 

• Flexible schedule, ideal for those who work

• Complete the program in just 6 weeks,

  or spread it out over several years

• Start with classes that interest you most

• Studio access on most Thursdays and more

• No experience necessary

NEXT JT: START JANUARY 8 or 18

The 2-month Jewelry Technician Intensive program led by 

Alan Revere is taught in a full-time format, helping students 

prepare for a career in jewelry. Instruction covers 11 classes 

that successively build on bench skills, trade practices, 

plus the basics of  hand engraving, precious metallurgy, 

many of  Alan’s tips and shortcuts and guest lecturers.

The JTI meets Monday-Friday for 8 hours each day and 

includes 2 hours of  open studio time daily to practice 

what you learn. Prerequisite: Fabrication 1 or basic 

experience. JTI offers:

• Personal instruction with Alan Revere

• 85 additional hours in the studio

• Box ring design project

• Introduction to hand engraving

• Studio access on evenings and weekends

• Guest speakers, field trips and special events

NEXT JTI: MAY 9 - JULY 1

The Revere Academy offers 3 diploma programs approved by the State of  California. 
The Jewelry Technician (JT)–completed at your own pace–and the  Jewelry Technician 
Intensive (JTI)–an 8-week total immersion program–cover all the essential skills needed to 

work in jewelry. The Graduate Jeweler (GJ) program adds more advanced skills.

DIPLOMA PROGRAMS

JT and JTI ProgramsCURRICULUM

Casting

Fabrication 1: Beginning

Fab. 2: Carving & Chains

Fab. 3: Construction

Polishing & Finishing

Repair 1: Basic

Repair 2: Intermediate

Setting 1: Basic

Setting 2: Prongs

Setting 3: Bead & Pavé

Trade Practices

The Academy’s JT and JTI 

programs are designed to give 

you all of  the essential skills to 

make jewelry. Graduates receive 

a Jewelry Technician Diploma 

and prepare for certification as 

a Jewelers of  America Bench 

Jeweler Technician®. 

54

“Stella Aranea”: 18k yellow gold, sterling 
silver, black diamonds and zircon. Hand fab-
ricated, chased, engraved and set by Jarex.



ALISSA BAILEY
Box Ring
JTI, Spring 2015
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Here are the cost and hour comparisons of  our 3 programs:
 Jewelry Technician (JT), Jewelry Technician Intensive (JTI) 

and Graduate Jeweler (GJ).

PROGRAMS

DATES

TUITION

MATERIALS KIT

REGISTRATION

REQUIRED TOOLS

BOOKS

HOURS IN CLASS

SCHEDULE

OPEN STUDIO 

CURRICULUM

DIPLOMA EARNED

JA CERTIFICATION

PREREQUISITE

Open Session

$5,715

$820

$50

$320

$180.05

241

Flexible

$10/hour, limited access 

11 classes

Jewelry Technician

JA Bench Jeweler Technician®

Open to all levels

May 9 - July 1, 2016

$7,650

$820

$50

$335

$180.05

320

8 weeks, M-F, 8 hrs/day

Free on weekends, evenings

11 classes, field trips

Jewelry Technician

JA Bench Jeweler Technician®

Fab. 1 (or experience)

Jewelry Technician JT Intensive

Open Session

$5,475

$620

-

$420

-

225

As little as 3 months

$10/hour, limited access 

11 additional classes

Graduate Jeweler

JA Bench Jeweler®

JT or JTI

Graduate Jeweler
After JT/JTI

ELISE SBARBORI
Box Ring
JTI, Spring 2013

The Graduate Jeweler (GJ) program is for those 

who want a complete experience in jewelry. It is ideal 

for designers, entrepreneurs and for those serious 

about a career with potential to grow in many areas. 

This program includes everything in the Jewelry 

Technician course plus 11 additional classes–totalling 

22 classes–to provide a well-rounded foundation 

in jewelry.

Coursework can be completed either by taking the 

Jewelry Technician Intensive program followed by the 

required Graduate Jeweler classes, or by taking all 22 

classes individually during one or more of  our Open 

Sessions. Some hand tools are also required. Upon 

completion, students receive a Graduate Jeweler 

Diploma as well as preparation for certification as 

a Jewelers of  America Bench Jeweler®.

The Graduate Jeweler (GJ) progam builds on the skills learned in the 
Jewelry Technician program. The GJ program can be taken directly after the JT or 

JTI program, or over a number of  open sessions.

GRADUATE JEWELER

Graduate JewelerCURRICULUM

Design

Fabrication 4: 
Hinges & Forging

Fabrication 5: Cylinder 
Clasp & Basket Setting

Fabrication 6: 
Individual Projects

Gemology 1: 
Diamond Grading

Gemology 2: 
Gem Identification

Metalsmithing

Mold Making

Rendering

Setting 5: Channel

Wax Carving

The GJ program may be 

completed after the JT or JTI 

program. Coursework in the 

GJ program includes:

DID YOU KNOW:

Silver is the whitest of all metals 

as well as the most reflective, 

most electroconductive and most 

thermal conductive. It is second 

only to gold in malleability 

(ability to be formed) and ductility 

(ability to be stretched).
JENNA ENNIS
Box Ring
JTI, Spring 2014
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ARGENTIUM® 1: FABRICATION, GRANULATION 
& TEXTURES
March 7-9 | 9 am - 6 pm | $539 + $90 kit
Argentium® is a recently formulated alloy of  ster-
ling silver with traces of  the element Germanium, 
which makes it especially attractive for jewelers. It 
is tarnish-resistant and fuses well, making it ideal 
for jewelry fabrication and especially granulation. 
Here is a chance to learn to work in Argentium®, 
learn classic granulation and new textures. Stu-
dents fabricate 3 projects: earrings, a hollow pen-
dant and a layered band ring with a bezel setting. 
Prerequisite: Fabrication 2 or experience. 24 hours.

CAD 1: COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN
January 4-8 | 9 am - 6 pm | $999 + $400 kit
CAD technology expands the repertoire of contem-
porary jewelers and designers by incorporating a 
computer to design jewelry. This class introduces 
the basic tools and functions of 3DESIGN V9, a 
widely used CAD program for jewelers. Learn how 
to design original jewelry projects and create photo 
realistic images for website display, catalogs and 
professional portfolios. The kit fee includes one 
castable printed model created from your own CAD 
file and a 3-month student license for 3DESIGN 
V9. The license can be renewed for 3 months at no 
additional cost if you sign up for CAD 2: Advanced. 
Students provide their own PC or Mac. 40 hours.

CAD 2: ADVANCED
March 21 - 24 | 9 am - 6 pm | $800 + $50 kit
Building on the material covered in CAD 1, here is 
a chance to add additional skills to your 3DESIGN  
V9 toolbox by discovering new tools and functions. 
Learn the stone setting tools for preset projects, 
work with planes and axes, parametrics and the 
ring sizing tool. Student licenses for 3DESIGN V9 
are renewed for an additional 3 months at no 
additional cost for those enrolled in this class. 
Students provide their own PC or Mac. Prerequisite: 
CAD 1 or experience. 32 hours.

CASTING  |  JT, GJ  
February 19-21 | 9 am - 5 pm | $579 + $55 kit
Casting is as important to jewelers today as it was 
thousands of years ago. Learn a variety of casting 
methods with an emphasis on lost-wax casting. 
Hands-on experience includes centrifugal, vacuum 
and sand casting. You will sprue and invest wax 
models, calculate metal requirements, control the 

burnout cycle and cast projects yourself. Optional: 
Bring a wax model to cast in silver. 21 hours.

DESIGN  |  GJ 
April 2 - 3 | 9 am - 5 pm | $399 + $15 kit 
Never stare at a blank page again! Learn proven 
methods to tap into your creativity for exploring, 
refining and expanding new design ideas. Using 
materials like foil, board and paper, you will discover 
that designing jewelry is not only lots of fun but 
also surprisingly easy. Class combines lectures, 
guided creativity, individual exploration, group 
discussion and systematic skill building. You will 
create dozens of drawings and models for 
original jewelry as you increase your understanding 
of design theory and how to design. 14 hours.

FABRICATION 1: BEGINNING  |  JT, GJ                  
A: January 8-10 | 9 am - 6 pm | $539 + $115 kit   
B: January 25-27 | 9 am - 6 pm 
C: February 26-28 | 9 am - 6 pm 
D: May 4-6 | 9 am - 6 pm 
This foundation class introduces hand tools, 
torches, flex shafts, polishers, rolling mills and 
more. Through expert instruction and close-up 
demonstrations, you will learn how to lay out, drill, 
pierce, file, form, solder and polish metal. 
Participants work in sterling silver, nickel silver 
and 14k gold wire. You will make wedding bands, 
a pair of pierced earrings and a bezel pendant.  
No experience required. 24 hours.

FABRICATION 2: CARVING & CHAINS  |  JT, GJ    
A: January 11-13 | 9 am - 6 pm | $539 + $65 kit 
B: January 29-31| 9 am - 6 pm
This class builds further fabrication skills in  
sterling silver. Through hands-on experience, you 
will learn to lay out and carve a patterned wedding 
band, make a twisted bimetal ring and create 
a cable chain bracelet with a toggle clasp. 
Prerequisite: Fabrication 1 or experience. 24 hours.

FABRICATION 3: CONSTRUCTION  |  JT, GJ
A: January 15-17 | 9 am - 6 pm | $539 + $75 kit
B: February 5-7 | 9 am - 6 pm
Working in silver, you will add new skills as you 
construct a hollow box ring. Learn sweat soldering 
and intricate patterning skills as you create 
an original pin with an overlay pierced pattern. 
Prerequisite: Fabrication 2 or experience. 24 hours.

The Open Session consists of  Revere Academy’s topic specific, workshop-style 
classes. Some classes have requirements which are noted at the end of  each 

description. Those required for the Jewelry Technician / Jewelry Technician Intensive 
diploma are marked with (JT), and those required for the Graduate Jeweler

diploma are marked with (GJ).

OPEN SESSION
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files, pliers, hammers, a soldering torch, ring mandrel and more. Follow every step as you learn the 
ancient art of using fire to join metal. Tools and materials are included. Create a silver heirloom and 
wear it home! 3.5 hours. 

JEWELRY MAKING 103: FOLD FORMED EARRINGS
A: February 11  |  6 - 9:30 pm  |  $235
B: February 14  |  10 am - 1:30 pm
C: March 24  |  6 - 9:30 pm
Design your own silver earrings and then use a hammer to develop, shape and texture them. Learn the 
ancient art of making jewelry as you create a unique pair of earrings using the fold forming technique. 
Sit at a traditional jewelry bench as your expert instructor teaches you to create 3-dimensional forms in 
metal using hammers, anvils, files, pliers, drills, and more. Tools and materials are provided. Explore 
this fun class and make a treasure to wear home! 3.5 hours.

METALSMITHING: BASIC  |  GJ 
March 18-20  |  9 am - 5 pm  |  $539 + $45 kit
Goldsmiths, silversmiths and blacksmiths all use hammers to shape metal by forging, raising, sinking 
and forming. These age-old techniques are the foundation for making metal objects of all sizes, 
including jewelry. Take this class and learn the basics of smithing, using several types of hammers. 
You will complete a series of functional and ornamental projects in copper and/or silver, including 
forging and forming samples, a small raised bowl and a forged bangle bracelet. Prerequisite: 
Fabrication 2 or experience. 21 hours.

MOLD MAKING  |  GJ 
February 16-18  |  9 am - 4 pm  |  $539 + $70 kit
Molds are used to capture the shape of jewelry items for manufacture and reproduction. In this hands-on 
class, you will learn how to make molds of jewelry so that countless replicas can be made. The instructor 
shows you how to plan, pack, vulcanize and cut at least 6 different molds, each one more complex than 
the previous. Learn to make powder, key, plug and cold molds, among others. Participants are 
encouraged to bring their own jewelry and make molds to take home. 18 hours.

www.revereacademy.com 1110

FABRICATION 4: HINGES & FORGING  |  GJ
February 8-10 | 9 am - 6 pm | $539 + $95 kit
Working in silver and gold, you will increase your 
skills while learning to forge metal, make tubing 
and construct hinges. Participants create a classic 
forged sterling silver ring with a 14k gold tube 
setting and a hinged bangle bracelet with a clasp. 
Prerequisite: Fabrication 3 or experience. 24 hours.

FABRICATION 5: CYLINDER CLASP & BASKET|GJ
March 11-13 | 9 am - 6 pm | $539 + $150 kit
Learn to make 2 important pieces of jewelry and 
gain skills that are essential for advanced projects. 
Watch the instructor and then make your own silver 
bracelet with a crocheted chain and fabricated 
cylinder clasp. Learn to construct a classic basket 
setting pendant in 14k gold wire. Precision is 
stressed in layout, fitting, assembly and soldering. 
Prerequisite: Fabrication 4 or experience. 24 hours.

FABRICATION 6: INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS  |  GJ
March 28-30 | 9 am - 6 pm | $539 + kit
Here is an opportunity to work one-on-one with 
master goldsmith Alan Revere. In this individually 
oriented class, you select projects and create the 
curriculum that will teach you what you want to 
know. Participants choose from dozens of key 
learning projects including hinges, clasps, mecha-
nisms, settings, chains, rings and many more. 
Prerequisite: Fabrication 3 or experience. 24 hours.

GEMOLOGY 1: DIAMOND GRADING  |  GJ
March 7-9  |  9 am - 4 pm  |  $439 + $30 kit
There is no substitute for hands-on experience 
when learning about diamonds. Intended for 
designers, setters, store managers, buyers, sellers, 
jewelers, hobbyists and consumers, this class 
teaches you how to determine authenticity as well 
as grade and handle diamonds with confidence. 
Through expert instruction you will learn to 
evaluate the cut, color, clarity, and carat weight 
of diamonds using loupes and gemological 
equipment. 18 hours.

GEMOLOGY 2: GEM IDENTIFICATION  |  GJ
March 14-16 | 9 am - 4 pm | $439 + $30 kit
Explore the wide variety of nature’s gemstones, 
from amethyst to zircon. You will learn to use 
gemological instruments to scientifically identify 
colored gemstones—natural, synthetic, and 
organic. Emphasis will be on the practical applica-

tion of the identification and the use of gemstones 
in jewelry design and manufacture based on the 
art and science of gemology. We will also study 
gemstones’ sources, lore and qualities... a must 
for all professional jewelers. 18 hours.

JEWELRY BIZ ESSENTIALS: PRICING, 
PRODUCTION, PROMOTION
March 21-23 | 9 am - 5 pm | $539 + $25 kit
Whether you want to sell your work on Etsy or 
launch a national production line, basic business 
skills are essential for success. Drawing on the 
combined experience of 3 working jewelry artists 
as instructors, this class offers essential 
information for anyone who wants to sell their own 
creations. The class covers pricing, promotion, 
production and more. Learn how to use social 
media, manage time efficiently, approach galleries 
and present professional photography. Learn how 
to develop your line, what galleries are looking for, 
pricing methods to ensure profitability and how 
to choose the sales venues that are right for you. 
Through discussion, hands-on exercises and one-
on-one coaching, students create a personalized 
plan for professional development. 21 hours.

JEWELRY MAKING 101: STAMPED PENDANT
A: January 14  |  6 - 9:30 pm  |  $235
Learn the ancient craft of metalworking as you 
make a unique sterling silver pendant to take 
home. Design your own dog tag and then use 
stamps to impart words or a message, creating a 
personalized neckpiece to wear or give as a gift. 
Sit at a traditional jewelry bench as you learn to 
use precision tools including files, drills, punches, 
hammers, mandrels and more. Tools and materi-
als are included. Bring home a treasure that will 
be passed down for generations! 3.5 hours. 

JEWELRY MAKING 102: BAND RINGS
A: February 4  |  6 - 9:30 pm  |  $235
B: February 14  |  2:30 - 6 pm
C: March 10  |  6 - 9:30 pm
Learn to use a jeweler’s torch as you solder your 
own silver ring and then texture it with a hammer. 
Jewelry making involves a wide range of skills and 
2 of the most important are soldering and 
hammering. Sit at a traditional jewelry bench as 
you measure your finger and then make a sterling 
silver ring to fit. Your expert instructor will teach 
you how to use precision tools including calipers, 

“Thanks to the Revere Academy, things are 
going great. Five years after graduating, I 
have a collection that I make and sell from my 
studio as well as doing private work for clients. 
I’m so grateful to have been taught traditional 
jewelry making skills as a foundation. Every 
day I use the skills that I learned 
at Revere.”

Christine Guibara
Graduate Jeweler, 2009 
www.christineguibara.com

“Altamira” ring 
14k yellow gold, tri-color tourmaline, 
diamond and sapphire melee. 
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Class includes hands-on instruction with a laser 
welder. Prerequisite: Repair 1 and Setting 2 or 
experience. 24 hours.

SETTING 1: BASIC  |  JT, GJ
January 22-24  |  9 am - 6 pm  |  $539 + $85 kit
This class introduces the most common settings 
for jewelry: bezel and prong settings. In it you 
will learn to prepare and use pushers, punches, 
hammers and a flexible shaft machine. Learn to 
set stones in a thin round bezel, thick oval bezel, 
square bezel, tube and prong settings. 
Prerequisite: Fabrication 1 or experience. 24 hours.

SETTING 2: PRONGS  |  JT, GJ
January 25-27  |  9 am - 6 pm  |  $539 + $110 kit 
This class focuses on prong settings used in 
jewelry. Instruction covers three-, four- and six-
prong settings, plus marquise, pear, oval, tapered 
baguette and oval pinpoint cluster styles. You will 
work on actual jewelry while learning valuable skills 
in layout, burring, fitting, securing, removing and 
tightening stones in prongs. Prerequisite: Setting 1 
or experience. 24 hours.

SETTING 3: BEAD & PAVÉ  |  JT, GJ
January 29-31  |  9 am - 6 pm  |  $539 + $25 kit
The technique of setting small diamonds flush 
into the surface of metal is used extensively in fine 
jewelry. Instruction covers the preparation and use 
of gravers, burs and beading tools as you learn 
layout, drilling, burring, seating, bead raising and 
bright-cutting. Projects include flush, star, box, 
row setting and beyond. Prerequisite: Setting 1 
or experience. 24 hours.
  
SETTING 4: COMPREHENSIVE  |  JT, GJ
February 22-26  |  9 am - 6 pm  |  $999 + $165 kit
Especially convenient for out-of-towners and those 
with tight schedules, this fast-paced, intensive 
class combines the information ordinarily taught in 
Setting 1, 2, and 3 into 5 days and meets the Jew-
elry Technician and Graduate Jeweler requirements 
for those classes. You’ll be amazed at how much 
you learn as you set dozens of stones in a wide 
range of styles. Many setting tips and short cuts 
are presented. Prerequisite: Fabrication 3 
or experience. 40 hours.

POLISHING & FINISHING  |  JT, GJ
February 1-2  |  9 am - 6 pm  |  $425 +$50 kit
As the final and most critical stage in the creation 
of jewelry, polishing and finishing are the 
cornerstones of quality. Gain hands-on experience 
buffing and polishing with a flexible shaft and a 
polishing lathe. Learn polishing theory and how to 
use an assortment of wheels, buffs, brushes, laps, 
abrasives, compounds and more. Instruction also 
covers surface textures and electroplating. 
Prerequisite: Fabrication 1. 16 hours.

RENDERING  |  GJ
February 12-14  |  9 am - 6 pm  |  $539 + $50 kit 
If you’ve ever felt limited by your ability to express 
your ideas on paper or explain a project to a 
customer, this class is for you! Good drawings help 
you communicate ideas, work out problems and 
refine designs on paper. Take this class to learn 
easy-to-master techniques for rendering lustrous 
metals and brilliant gemstones in professional 
quality illustrations. Watch as an expert shows 
you every step in making presentation-quality ren-
derings of jewelry. You will discover that drawing 
jewelry is easier than you thought, and it’s also a 
lot of fun. You will leave with increased confidence 
and skill in creating clear sketches. 24 hours.

REPAIR 1: BASIC  |  JT, GJ
February 29 - March 2 | 9 am - 6 pm | $539 + $100 kit  
Ideal for novice jewelers as well as shopkeepers 
who want to do their own work in-house, this class 
covers the most common jewelry repairs. Working 
with 14k gold and sterling silver jewelry, you will 
learn ring sizing, chain repair, prong repair and 
clasp repair. You will replace a safety catch. 
Prerequisite: Fabrication 2 or experience. 24 hours.

REPAIR 2: INTERMEDIATE  |  JT, GJ
March 4-6  |  9 am - 6 pm  |  $539 + $140 kit
Building on the skills acquired in Repair 1, you will 
learn a number of more advanced repairs. Learn 
how to add settings, repair prongs, rebuild tips, 
install a spring insert, assemble a 14k gold bezel 
and bail and set it with an oval cabochon, replace 
a half shank, assemble and set tennis bracelet 
links, clean up castings. Learn to create custom 
jewelry from purchased findings and more.  

12

The first jewelry came from Africa. Perforated 
beads made from sea snail shells have 
been found dating from 75,000 years ago at 
Blombos Cave in Kenya.



The Revere Academy is hosting a 
Tahitian Pearl sale on Sunday, May1st, 

from 10 am - 4 pm. Fred Sagues of  
Black Market Pearls Co., Tahiti, 

will offer a wide selection of  
authentic Tahitian pearls, which 

he has collected in Tahiti.

www.revereacademy.com 15

SETTING 5: CHANNEL  |  JT, GJ
February 27-28  |  9 am - 6 pm  |  $425 + $90 kit
Learn 5 advanced settings using gravers, burs 
and punches. Watch a master at work and then 
execute the following styles: round stones in both 
straight and tapered channels, emerald-cut stones 
in both prongs and channels, as well as baguettes 
in channels. Prerequisite: Setting 1 and 2, or 4, or 
experience. 16 hours. 

SETTING 6: FLUSH    
March 25-27  |  9 am - 5 pm  |  $499 + $95 kit 
This class offers step-by-step instruction for both 
simple and complex flush settings used in jewelry. 
Instruction covers flush setting round stones in 
flat surfaces and on flat and domed bands (curved 
surfaces). Learn to flush set princess cuts in a flat 
band and baguettes in a flat plate. Students work 
on silver bands and copper practice materials 
while learning how to use burs, gravers, punches 
and burnishers to professionally flush set stones. 
Prerequisite: Setting 1 or experience. 21 hours.

TRADE PRACTICES  |  JT, GJ
January 18-19  |  9 am - 4 pm  |  $399
Like many fields, the jewelry industry has its 
own culture and customs that can be difficult 
and costly to learn by trial and error. If you are 
entering the field, there are certain practices you 
must know in order to succeed. Discussion 
includes recycling scrap gold, testing gold and 
taking in jobs, plus tool maintenance, health 
precautions, trade magazines, industry events, 
insurance, resources, laws, copyrights, trademarks 
and more. 12 hours.

WAX CARVING & MODEL MAKING  |  GJ
February 5-7  |  9 am - 6 pm  |  $539 + $45 kit
Wax is an ideal medium for making models for 
both production and custom jewelry work. Wax 
can be carved, formed, machined, drilled, sawed 
or melted into a design. A wax model may be 
presented to clients for approval, yet still allow for 
modifications prior to casting. Students execute a 
series of graduated projects in a variety of waxes 
while learning design transfer, layout, carving and 
build-up. Prerequisite: Fabrication 1. 24 hours.

“The Jewelry Technician Intensive was a life- 
changing experience for me. I treasure the 
time I spent at Revere Academy and the people 
I met. The teachers are dedicated, knowledgeable 
and helpful. I use the jewelry skills and 
techniques I learned at Revere every day 
in my work, which I sell at galleries 
and on my website.”

Elnaz Sharifpour
JTI Graduate, 2011 
instagram.com/elle_naz

TAHITIAN PEARL SALE   SUNDAY, MAY 1, 2016

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
See details at www.revereacademy.com/scholarships

ALICE ABRAMS AWARD  |  This award is open to jewelry artists at all levels. Applicants 
submit 10 images and answer 2 questions. Winner is chosen on the basis of  design, crafts-
manship and creativity to attend the Masters Symposium class of  their choice. Deadline is 
January 1, 2016. Winner to be announced on February 1, 2016.

NEW STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP  |  Established to provide an opportunity for new students to 
attend the Academy. Winner receives an all-expenses-paid scholarship to any Open Session class 
at the Academy. Deadline is February 1, 2016. Winner to be announced on March 1, 2016.

METAL MAN PRIZE  |  METAL MAN is a fascinating 38-minute independent film about jeweler 
and metalsmith Victor Ries, who was one of  Alan Revere’s mentors. In honor of  Victor Ries, a 
prize of  25 ounces of  silver will be given to a viewer who can correctly identify the clock that is 
visible in the background during interviews with the artist. A winner will be chosen from correct 
respondents. To see the film METAL MAN online, go to http://vimeo.com/102866049 and use 
the password: chayes. Deadline is March 1, 2016. Winner to be announced on April 1, 2016.

Open to all past and present students of  the Revere 
Academy, this competition invites jewelry artists to 
pursue new creative designs featuring Tahitian Pearls. 
The Grand Prize winner receives 2 round trip tickets 
to Tahiti via Air Tahiti Nui for the awards ceremony.

Winners will be selected on the basis of  originality, 
design, marketability and craftsmanship. Entries 
will be accepted in 2 categories: Jewelry under 
$1,000 and jewelry over $1,000. Each category 
will have a first place cash award of  $300, second 

place, $200, and third place, $100. An overall 
Grand Prize winner will be selected from all entries.
Actual jewelry is required for submission by June 
1, 2016. Entries will be evaluated by a jury composed
of  Alan Revere - Award-winning jewelry designer, 
founder and director of  the Revere Academy; 
Etienne Perret - Jewelry Designer, Gemologist and 
pearl expert; and Peter Walsh - Director of  Manika 
Gallery in San Francisco. Winner to be announced 
on July 1, 2016. Details and entry forms at 
www.revereacademy.com/tahiti.

GRAND PRIZE: Trip for 2 to Tahiti!

REVERE TAHITIAN PEARL JEWELRY CONTEST

Ring inspired by Persian culture 
Oxidized sterling silver



Nothing adds richness to jewelry like cap-

tivating surface patterns, rich textures and 

a bright palette of  colors. This is definitely 

a hands-on class! In this process-oriented 

workshop, you will work closely with this 

talented jewelry artist to make intriguing 

textural patterns in sterling silver and gold 

sheet. These new and original examples are 

made by cutting, forming, fusing, rolling, 

layering and patination–all without using 

solder, just by fusing. You will design and 

make rings, cuffs and bangle bracelets incor-

porating material from your newly created 

sheet. In this artistic and spontaneous ap-

proach to creating jewelry, there are no mis-

takes and everything is recyclable. Finished 

products display a dramatic balance between 

chance and intention. Prerequisite: Fabrication 

2 or experience.

$799 + kit

MARNE RYAN is a recipient of  the prestigious Rolex 
Award for excellence in metals, for her efforts exploring 
and teaching the process of  making textures through 
fire. Marne was an Artist in Residence in Pennsylvania 
and Delaware. Her jewelry and vessels have won the 
Pearl Exporters award, Japanese Pearl Competition 
and Best of  Show at the Easton Art Academy Museum 
2014. 

Each spring, Revere Academy invites prominent metal artists and master craftspeople from across 
the country and overseas to teach workshops in their area of  expertise. A reception and slide lecture 
by visiting masters will be open to the public via RSVP Wednesday evenings during the symposium.

MASTERS SYMPOSIUM 2016 | APRIL 4 - MAY 1

Class Hours: 9 am - 5 pm   

FUSED and FABRICATED with  MARNE RYAN APRIL 4-6

Hand engraving is the oldest technique used 
to carve an image onto metal. Engraving can 
be superficial, like monograms and ornamental
patterns, or deep, leaving a relief  in the 
metal. By using “gravers,” which are specialized 
steel push chisels, an engraver cuts a variety 
of  shapes into the surface of  a softer metal. 
Lean over the master’s shoulder as you learn 
how to prepare and use the most essential 
gravers. Watch as your instructor demonstrates 
the basic cuts that are the foundation of  
ornamental, pictorial and letter engraving. 
And then practice these techniques as you 
are guided by the instructor. Prerequisite: 
Setting 1.

$539 + $35 kit

HRATCH NARGIZIAN is a master engraver represent-
ing the fifth generation of  metal artists in his family. 
He graduated from the College of  Arts and Crafts 
in Armenia and moved to the Bay Area, where he 
started out engraving trophy belt buckles for cowboys. 
Hratch resides in San Francisco, where he works for 
the trade and creates one-of-a-kind masterpieces. 
www.rhytonstudio.com

APRIL 4-6HAND ENGRAVING and TOOL MAKING with HRATCH NARGIZIAN

Anticlastic raising is a revolutionary 
technique with vast design possibilities. 
It offers a whole new vocabulary of  metal-
working that results in sensuous lightweight 
hollow structures. Learn these simple yet 
sophisticated techniques directly from 
Michael Good, the master goldsmith who 
made the process famous. Learn to use 
specialized stakes and hammers to move 
a sheet of  metal into lightweight yet 
strong flexible structures with a sensuous 
elegance. Through his guidance you will 
create a series of  sophisticated forms as 
a basis for new directions in your work. 
Prerequisite: Fabrication 2 or Metalsmithing 
or experience.

$899 + $45 kit

NOTE: On Friday April 10th, this class meets from 1 - 9 pm

MICHAEL GOOD is one of  the most successful jewelry 
designers of  our time. Michael has spent a lifetime 
developing the techniques of  anticlastic raising, while 
creating a signature line of  beautiful gold jewelry. 
Living and working in Rockport, Maine, Michael has 
taken contemporary jewelry to new levels in his own 
exquisite designs. Past President of  the American 
Jewelry Design Council, Michael has won numerous 
awards and his work is sold in the finest jewelry stores 
and galleries nationwide. www.michaelgood.com 

APRIL 8-10ANTICLASTIC RAISING with  MICHAEL GOOD

Increase the range of  your skills and 
potential by learning how to use gem cutting 
machines and your flex shaft to open up the 
world of  color and textures that gems offer. 
Learn how to cut, carve and manipulate 
gemstones with lapidary equipment and 
hand tools. Instruction covers choosing 
rough gemstones, drilling, cutting, carving, 
using diamond polishing compounds and 
how to use epoxies and cold connections 
that are simple, elegant and effective. 
Walk away with a set of  samples to take 
home. Open to all levels. 

$499 + $45 kit

MICHAEL BOYD is a unique metal and stone artist 
who has mastered both media and brought them 
together in amazing new ways. Michael’s work has 
been shown at top galleries and exhibitions, including 
SOFA, the Museum of  Art & Design in New York and 
5 permanent public art installations in Ohio and 
California. www.michaelboyd.com

APRIL 8-9GEM CUTTING and CARVING with MICHAEL BOYD

1716 www.revereacademy.com
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Students learn the intricacies of  granulation 
and solderless fabrication in 18K gold, 
including formulas for alloying 18K gold, 
granulation solutions and the use of  copper 
salts to replace conventional gold solder. 
During this class, Kent will demonstrate the 
fusion of  seams, granulation, finishing 
techniques, stone setting and more. 
Depending on skill level, students are guided 
to complete a granulated gold jewel of  their 
own design. Prerequisite: Fabrication 2 or 
experience.

$1,299 + $50 kit

See Michael’s bio, page 17

KENT RAIBLE has been working in precious metals 
since his first high school jewelry class in 1970. He 
studied with other artists he admired and took classes 
at the Revere Academy. His work is in the permanent 
collections of  galleries and museums, including the 
Smithsonian.

APRIL 18-22NATURE CASTING  with JONATHAN RUSSELL

GRANULATION  with KENT RAIBLE

No torch? No problem! Here’s your chance to learn 
how to join metal without heat. Learn to make 
threaded screws, nuts and professional rivets. Stu-
dents create 2 projects that utilize both basic and 
advanced cold joining techniques: a ring and a pen-
dant. Instruction includes how to make simple and 
countersunk rivets, spacing and tube rivets. Learn 
to create a pendant with a trapped stone, how to 
fabricate a drilling jig, make your own screws and 
nuts with customized heads and more. Kit includes 
specialized tools. Prerequisite: Fab. 1 or experience.

$449 + $50 kit

VASKEN TANIELIAN is a master goldsmith with 
extensive experience making precision models and 
prototypes for the trade. His inventive mechanisms 
and fabrication skills are a delight to behold.

APRIL 16-17RIVETS and SCREWS with VASKEN TANIELIAN

Are you passionate about gemstones but frustrated that all 
the stones you see are cut in shapes that don’t fit your work? 
Are you tired of  the same old oval cabs and round brilliants? 
Are you ready to retake control of  your own designs? Sign up 
for this inspirational workshop and learn how to design using 
stone as a medium–not only an accessory! Watch step-by-step 
demonstrations on how to cut and polish basic shapes and 
forms in stone. And then, combining metal work with lapidary, 
explore alternative, innovative ways of  joining stone with metal 
by piercing, drilling, riveting, layering, grooving, laminating, 
tabbing, trapping and more. Students usually complete 
several projects, leading them in new directions on the next 
level of  accomplishment. Prerequisite: Fabrication 1 or experience.

$1,299 + $165 kit

APRIL 11-15INTEGRATING STONE and METAL with MICHAEL BOYD

Chasing and Repoussé are two techniques that 
belong together. In this traditional metal forming 
technique, large punches are used to puff  out the 
back and then small “chisels” are used to define 
shapes and add detail. Take this opportunity to 
learn these ancient techniques from an Italian-
trained master silversmith. The fluid and dimen-
sional qualities achieved can be a captivating and 
dramatic addition to your work. This class focuses 
on understanding and then utilizing the plasticity 
of  metal to create designs in bas-relief. Traditional 
techniques and an overview of  tools and materials 
are presented in an Italian cultural and historical 
perspective. Watch frequent demonstrations, execute 
a series of  graduated projects and immerse yourself  
in the age-old process of  working metal. Prerequi-
site: Fabrication 1 or experience.

$399 + $75 kit

DAVIDE BIGAZZI apprenticed at an early age to Bino 
Bini, the celebrated Florentine metalsmith and sculp-
tor. Under his master’s supervision, Davide assisted in 
commissions for the Vatican, Italian banks, and local 
churches. Davide’s handcrafted jewelry and hollowware 
are a blend of  contemporary artistry and old world 
craftsmanship that echoes back to his native Florence. 
www.davidebigazzistudio.com

APRIL 16-17CHASING and REPOUSSE with DAVIDE BIGAZZI

APRIL 18-22

Have you ever found a beautiful piece of  nature 
you wanted to cast? The process of  using wax for 
your patterns to directly casting organic pieces 
is not as easy as one would think. Learning this 
exciting process will allow you to reproduce 
amazing details that are difficult to achieve oth-
erwise. Success is dependent on the knowledge 
of  which materials are best suited for casting 
and how to properly prepare them. In this class, 
learn about properties of  metals best suited for 
organic castings, gating techniques, the pros 
and cons of  mold making, plus how to approach 
casting calcium-based organics such as shells 
and bones. Prerequisite: Fabrication 1 or Casting.

$999 + $150 kit

JONATHAN RUSSELL has operated JR Casting for over 
2 decades. He is the recipient of  3 major sculpture 
commissions in the Bay area. Jonathan teaches casting 
and mold making at the Revere Academy. 
www.jrcasting.com

www.revereacademy.com

CLASPS with  KENT RAIBLE APRIL 23-24

Under the expert supervision of  Kent Raible, you 
will learn to fabricate terminations and clasps 
for chains, useful for bracelets, necklaces and 
handmade chains. Discussion includes the func-
tion and appearance of  basic clasps and ways to 
integrate them into your designs. Demonstrations 
and hands-on bench work in silver covers making 
tubing, adding soldered and fabricated decorative 
elements, basic box clasps, fabricating a shepherd’s 
hook and using a tap and die to make a screw 
clasp. Prerequisite: Fabrication 2 or experience.

$499 + $35 kit

KENT RAIBLE, granulated 18K gold clasps



APRIL 23-24

MAY 1

FORGED BRACELETS  with MICHAEL DAVID STURLIN

ALL PEARLS  with ETIENNE PERRET

APRIL 30

Explore the malleability and 
movement of  metal using 
hammers, anvils, blocks and 
mandrels. Refine your hammer 
skills as you forge, bend, shape, 
planish and texture metal, 
creating a vocabulary of  
sculptural forms as a visual 
reference library. Increase your 
fluency with tools and material as 
you articulate the vocabulary in 
an expressive series of  
hand-wrought cuffs and bangle 
bracelets. Prerequisite: 
Fabrication 1 or experience.

$499 + $25 kit

The world of  cultured pearls has come a long way since the 
days when soldiers brought home strands of  pearls from Japan. 
Learn the difference between Akoya, Tahitian, Keshi, Mabé, 
natural pearls, cultured pearls and freshwater pearls. Consider 
design concepts for the wide variety of  shapes and sizes that 
are found on the market today. Learn and get hands-on 
experience drilling and carving pearls to bring home with 
you. Learn to identify and evaluate pearls for size, color, 
luster and shape and understand their effects on pricing.

$249 + kit

MICHAEL DAVID STURLIN is a goldsmith, writer and teacher. He 
shares 40 years of  goldsmithing expertise, experience and studio 
insight with students at all levels as a 10-year faculty member of  the 
Revere Academy, and through his international program of  technical 
workshops and design retreats for metalsmiths and jewelry makers.  
Above: Forged Bracelet, 18K gold, colored gemstones, diamond. Photo 
by Robert Diamante. 

CONCEPT TO PRODUCT with MICHAEL DAVID STURLIN APRIL 25-29

This workshop takes you on the creative journey 
from seed idea to finished object. Start with the 
design process; learn reliable methods to explore 
and extend concepts into related groups and 
series with cohesive content. Develop seed ideas 
with a system of  2D sketches and studies as you 
expand and evolve designs and features. Explore 
and elaborate your designs with 3D paper and 
foil models for proof  of  concept and engineering. 
Carry your design forward with a finished metal 
prototype as a product model. Use the product 
model to calculate cost and resources to  assemble 
a group of  related work, and to develop display 
and merchandising concepts for product presen-
tation. Prerequisite: Fabrication 2 or experience.

$1,099 + $15 kit

MICHAEL DAVID STURLIN  Above: Constellation 
Necklace, 18K gold, colored gemstones, diamonds. 
Photo by Robert Diamante. 

TAHITIAN PEARLS with  ETIENNE PERRET

Tahitian pearls, exotic beauties from 
the sea, are among the most prized 
of  nature’s creations. Cultivated in 
only a few places on earth, the Black-
Lip Pearl oyster thrives in the atolls 
of  Tahiti. These creatures can produce 
a wonderful, inspiring and valuable 
type of  pearl. Take advantage of  this 
opportunity to learn about these 
wonderful gems, how they are culti-
vated and evaluated as well as design 
considerations possible with Tahitian 
pearls. Learn how to drill a pearl and 
get hands-on practice.

$249 + kit

ETIENNE PERRET has spent a lifetime making jewelry. He holds a 
BFA from the Rhode Island School of  Design and a Graduate Gemol-
ogist credential from the GIA. Winning multiple awards for his work, 
he has manufactured and sold his designs worldwide. With an exten-
sive understanding of  the vast pearl industry, Etienne has lectured 
on pearls and jewelry to groups around the country.
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APRIL 25-29JEWELRY DESIGN and CREATION with BARBARA HEINRICH

In this class students will learn to make 
a cuff  bracelet or a ring by chasing 
and soldering either sterling silver or 
18k gold, and soldering diamonds into 
place. Instruction includes goldsmithing 
techniques– chasing, soldering, fabrica-
tion and stone setting. Learn interesting 
finishing techniques such as surface 
matting, burnishing and polishing.There 
will be an emphasis on idea development 
and creativity through sketches and 
paper models. An hour each morning 
will include a discussion of  the jewelry 
business. Prerequisite: Fabrication 2 
or experience.

$1,299 + kit

BARBARA HEINRICH has been an award-winning designer 
and goldsmith for over 25 years. Widely published inter-
nationally, Barbara is currently president of  the American 
Jewelry Design Council. She is considered a leader in
contemporary art jewelry. She is the recipient of  various 
national and international awards.
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POLICIES

Enroll at Revere online at www.revereacademy.com/register, or by completing the registration form 
on page 25 or by calling us at (415) 391-4179. Full payment is required to reserve space in classes.

POLICIES & GUIDELINES

REFUND POLICIES

OPEN SESSION CLASSES

• If  you drop a class up to 2 business days before 
class begins, you will be refunded full tuition, 
minus a cancellation fee of $150 per class.

• If  you drop a class less than 2 business days 
before class, you will be refunded full tuition, 
minus a cancellation fee of $200 per class.

INSUFFICIENT ENROLLMENT
• Revere reserves the right to make changes in 
classes, workshops, schedules, instructors, and/or 
cancel a class or workshop due to insufficient enroll-
ment. If  a class is canceled students will be notified 
ten days in advance and will receive a full refund.

A full refund, less a $50 nonrefundable registration fee and any applicable kit fees, will be 
processed within 45 days of receipt of written notification, provided no more than 60% of course 
hours have been completed. After 60% of a course has passed, no refunds are available. 

JEWELRY TECHNICIAN INTENSIVE 

• After 3 business days from the date of  registra-
tion and before April 1, 2016, you will be refunded 
full tuition, minus a cancellation fee of $150.

• After April 1, 2016, and before the JTI 
program begins, you will be refunded full 
tuition, minus a cancellation fee of $200.

MASTERS SYMPOSIUM
• Before March 1, 2016, you will be refunded 
full tuition minus a cancellation fee of  $150; 
after March 1st, you will be refunded full tuition 
minus a cancellation fee of  $200.

HAND TOOLS are not included in the cost of 
tuition. You may bring your own tools or purchase 
them with a student discount prior to class from 
Otto Frei jewelers supply, which offers complimentary 
delivery to the Academy. Otto Frei’s business 
hours are 9 am to 5 pm Monday-Friday. Students 
may borrow the Academy’s set of tools during 
class. Additional tools may be required.

MATERIALS KITS are required for most classes. 
Kits include precious and other materials that 
become your property to take home. Prices are 
subject to change. Required materials kits must 
be purchased from the Academy. No exceptions 
or substitutions. The Academy purchases certified 
100% recycled precious metal sheet, wire and 
casting grain.

REGISTRATION FEE: There is a nonrefundable,  
one-time $50 fee for new students. 

JT INTENSIVE: To enroll, list program, tuition and 
materials kit (plus 8.75% CA sales tax). You may 
pay a $1,000 deposit now, 50% of remaining bal-
ance on March 1, 2016, and final payment on April 
1, 2016. Please budget at least $320 for required 
tools and $180 for required books.

OPEN SESSION CLASSES: To register, list the 
class and its tuition. Add any kit fees, plus 8.75% 
CA sales tax. 

BOOKS AND VIDEOS: These may be purchased 
through our online store, or with your registration 
form on page 25. Please use our online shopping 
cart to figure your shipping charges.

OFFICE HOURS are 9 am to 5 pm, Monday 
through Friday.

A CERTIFICATE is presented to each student who 
completes classes.

A DIPLOMA is presented to each student who 

successfully completes the prescribed program of  

Graduate Jeweler or Jewelry Technician. 

COURSE APPROVAL has been granted by the 
California Bureau for Private Postsecondary 
Education.

OPEN STUDIO is available to Academy students, 
between classes for $10 per hour.

CLASS CHANGES: Each class change will incur 
a $50 administrative fee.
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ALAN REVERE is the Academy’s 
founder and director. He holds a BA in 
psychology and an MFA in sculpture. 
Alan is a German-trained master 
goldsmith, award-winning jewelry 
designer and author. Alan teaches 
Design, Fabrication and the JTI.

GLENDA RUTH, the Academy’s 
Registrar, has a Bachelor of Arts 
degree in Fine Arts. She completed 
the JTI and the Graduate Jeweler 
program. Glenda is a JA Certified 
Bench Jeweler Technician®.

EILEEN KOZIK, the Academy’s 
Studio Manager, is a past student 
and jewelry maker. She oversees 
the facilities, tools, equipment, 
studios and supplies for students. 
She is an avid gem enthusiast 
and jewelry maker.

DAPHNE LEE, the Academy’s 
Assistant Director, has a Bachelors 
in Psychology and a Masters in 
Business Administration. She 
completed the Graduate Jeweler 
program at Revere and the Graduate 
Diamonds program at the GIA. 

KAREN SPRAGUE has degrees 
in fine arts and education. She 
is an award-winning designer and 
goldsmith with diverse experience 
in the jewlery industry. Karen 
teaches Fabrication.

YAS TANAKA is a sixth-generation 
goldsmith who carries on a family 
tradition working in silver and 
gold. Yas teaches Fabrication and 
Setting.

ROBERTA TANAKA holds a BFA 
in Jewelry and Metalsmithing. With 
experience working for custom 
retailers, Roberta is a JA Certified 
Master Bench Jeweler®. Roberta 
teaches Fabrication, Setting 
and Wax.

VASKEN TANELIAN apprenticed 
under master jewelers in Paris. 
With experience as a fine jeweler, 
designer and educator, Vasken is 
also expert at CAD-CAM. Vasken 
teaches CAD, Fabrication, Render-
ing and Masters Symposium.

NANCY WINTRUP was a journey-
man with the International Jewelry 
Workers Union. Nancy is a JA 
Certified Master Bench Jeweler®. 
Nancy teaches Fabrication, 
Polishing, Repair, Setting, 
Trade Practices and the JTI. 

MICHAEL DAVID STURLIN  
is an award-winning designer and 
goldsmith whose work appears in 
numerous industry publications. 
Michael teaches Metalsmithing, 
Jewelry Biz and Masters 
Symposium.

JONATHAN RUSSELL has operated 
JR Casting for over 2 decades. He 
is the recipient of 3 major sculpture 
commissions in the Bay area. 
Jonathan teaches Casting and Mold 
Making. www.jrcasting.com

JENNY REEVES is a studio jeweler 
whose work is sold through gal-
leries. Jenny completed Revere’s 
JTI and Graduate Jeweler diploma 
and is a member of the Argentium 
Guild. Jenny teaches Jewelry Making 
101-103. www.jennyreeves.com

MAARTEN DeWITTE has spent 
over 40 years in the gem trade. He 
is a GIA Graduate Gemologist and 
Master Diamond Cutter. Known as 
“The Diamond Wizard” at Hearts 
on Fire, Maarten teaches Diamond 
Grading and Gemology.

LUANA COONEN holds a BFA in 
Jewelry/Metal Arts, exhibits art 
jewelry, runs a full-time jewelry 
business, and has years of  
experience in jewelry design. 
Luana teaches Jewelry Biz.
www.luanacoonen.com 

REVERE FACULTY
Representing four centuries of  combined experience
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Sessions A, B, C and D denote different dates for identical material.
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